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Lesson objectives
Structures
Subject pronouns: I, yon
Possessive adjectives: my, yonr
to be: short and long forms (I'm (am), Yon're
(are), My name's (is))
What's (What is yonr name?)

Functions
Greetingsand introductions

Key vocabulary
Good moming, Hello, Hi, Nice to meet yon
class, name, new, spell

Backgroundinformation
Good moming is the most formal and Hi is the
least formal of the three greetings given in this
lesson.
Short verb forms are usually used when
speaking, unless the situation is very formal,
e.g. a law court.
In Great Britain, ten-year-old children are in
year five at schoo!. Usually, there is than
one class in each year at school sa are
given a name ar a letter to distinguish them. In
My World, the children are in class

Before class
Copy one dialogue for each S in the class from
Resource 1 (page 136), and capy and cut out
one set of the name cards.

Presentation

~ Exercise 1
. · Greet your Ss (Good momingjaftemoon).

Ss practise repeating the greeting after you.
· Arouse Ss' interes t in the lesson by asking them to

look at the pictures and talk about them (in their U).
· Play the recording twice for Ss to listen and read

the text.
· Then play each section of the recording and

check Ss' comprehension. Ask them to guess the
meaning of words such as spell, and ask them
what they say in their U for expressions such as
Nice to meet yon.

Comprehension

Exercise2
· Students listen and repeat Magda's speech in 1

after you.·Students work individually, completing the
speeches in 2 and 3.·Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to read
aloud the speeches.

~III

WQr(d
Answers
2 you, Miss Brown 3 Micky, Welcome

.1
Language box
l'm/my, Yon're/yonr
· Read out the sentences in the box and draw Ss'

attention to the subject pronouns (1,yon) and
possessive adjectives (my, yonr).

· Say the sentences for the whole class to repeat
and then name individuals to say the sentences.

Extension

· Tell Ss to look back at the dialogue in Exercise 1.
Ask individual Ss to read it out aloud so that you
can check their pronunciation.

Practice

~

~ Exercise 3· Select two of the better Ss to read out the example
dialogue.

· Tell the class that they can choose different names
for this exercise. Each S writes down three or
four different names so that they can practise the
dialogue in pairs several times.

· Before Ss work in pairs, choose two Ss to say
another dialogue for the class to hear.

· Ss then work in pairs, making their own
dialogues. Go round and monitor the activity.

· Then Ss change partners several more times,
practising the dialogue with the names they have
chosen. Go round and monitor the activity.

~ Exercise4
. . · Checkthat Ss understandthat they have to use

the words in the box to complete the sentences.
Read out the example and elicit the second item
from the Ss (yonr).

· Ss can then work in pairs, reading and completing
the dialogues.

· Ss can check their answers by listening to the
recording.

~

Answers
2 your 3 My 4 my 5 I'm fJ

Extension

· After Ss have checked their answers, they can
work in groups of three, practising reading out the
dialogue, taking turns to be Miss Brown, Magda
and Micky.

Language box
to be short and long forms
· Read out the phrases and ask Ss to repeat them

after you.
· Explain that short forms are usually used in

speaking and that long forms are usually used in
writing.

.-.



Extension
. Write on the board: What's

name's
I'm
You're

. Ask Ss to wark in pairs and write four sentences
using these expressions.

. The pairs can then read out their sentences to the
class and see how many different sentences they
have got.

Exercise 5·Ask Ss to repeat the example sentence after you.·Ss wark individually, completing the sentences
with the long verb forms.·Check Ss' ans wers by as king individuals to write
the complete sentences on the board and to say
them. Leave the sentences on the board for use in
Exercise 6.

Answers
l are 2 are 5 is3 is Gam4 are

Exercise 6·Point to the sentences on the board from Exercise
5 in random order for individual student s to say
a sentence with the short verb form. Ensure that
each student says at least one sentence.

Extension·Erase the long verb forms in the sentences on the
board.·Ask individual students to write the short verb

forms in these sentences on the board and say the
sentences using short verb forms.

~ Exercise 7. Give Ss time to read through the sentences before
they listen to the recording and circle the forms
that they hear.

. Play the recording twice for Ss to complete the
exercise..Check Ss' ans wers by playing the recording again,
pausing after each item for one of the Ss to write
the form on the board.

r ~-~-,-.-----
: Tapescrlptandanswers
l 1 What's your name? 2 I'm in your class.
l 3 You're Micky. 4 I'm Magda.
l 5 You are in class SB. 6 My name is Miss Brown.
L~~~~___~__~~___~~~~__~_~~~_ Exercise8·Students may find it helpful to revise pronunciation

of the alphabet before doing this exercise. Write
twa ar three words on the board, e.g. ehair,peneil,
desk for Ss to spellletter by letter.·Ask Ss to repeat the dialogu e after you. Check that
students understand the meaning of please and its
function as apolite expression.·Give students time to write down twa ar three

names, including their own name, and to quietly
practise spelling the names. Students can ask you if
they have any queries. Note that if their 'name' has
got a double letter, e.g. 'Ann', we say 'double N'.·Ask twa ar three pairs of students to say an
example dialogue for the class to hear.·Students then wark in pairs, taking turns to spell
their names. Monitor and help student s correct
any pronunciation errors with the alphabet.

l My Worla·If time, students can change partners and repeat
the activity with a new partner, taking turns to
spell their names.

~ Exercise 9. Play the recording as Ss listen and read the words
of the song..Ss then take turns to sing the song, substituting their
classmates' names for those of Magda and Micky.

Resource 1 (page136)
Objective: practice of introductions; practice
of spelling

. Explain how to play the game in Ss' LI..Ss wark in twa groups: A and B. (If there is
an odd number of Ss, one S can be designated
to keep the score.) Give each group a copy of
the gapped dialogue (Resource l).

. Put the name cards on your desk arranged into
twa separate piles of boys' names and girls'
names. The name cards should be face down
except for the cards saying BOYSand GIRLS.

. One S from Group A selects a name (boys
should select boys' names and girls should
select girls' names). If Ss have any difficulties
with pronunciation, they can ask you for help.

. One S from Group B reads the dialogue
questions to a S from Group A. Hejshe gives
the answer and spells the name hejshe has
selected. If the spelling is correct Group A
gets one point. Ss take turns reading the
dialogue and spelling names. Keep count of
the score to find the winning group.

r - - - -.- -.-"'-'- - -.- - - - - ~.- _..~~,._"_.,"""'..,,
ActIvItyBookAnswers
Exercise l
l I'm Magda. 2 Good morning. I'm Miss Brown.
3 Hi! My name's Micky. Nice to meet you!
Exercise 2
2 You 3 your 4 My 5 You GI 7 your 8 My
Exercise 3
2 What's your name? 3 You're in my class.
4 My name's Micky. 5 I'm in class SB.
Exercise 4 (ExampIe answer)
My name's Tess. I'm in class SB.--------------------------

MyWorldSong
I'm Magda. This is my world.
How are you? How are you?
I'm fine, thanks. I'm Micky.
Nice to meet you. Nice to meet you.

My world is fun
At home, school and play
Come and join us
Now, today and every day

Come and join us
Now, today and every day. Every day.

--------------------------

Learning dirriculties
Ex 8 Ss with dyslexia often have problems with
spelling as a sequencing task. Prepare flashcards
with single letters. Before you ask Ss to do the
exercises, read out a few names letter by letter,
and ask Ss with dyslexia to order the letters
flashcards on the blackboard to make words.
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Lesson objectives
Structures

Subject pronouns: he, she
Possessive adjectiVes: his, her
to be:lte's/slte'S (is)
What? (What's your name?)

Functlons
GreetiIlgs
Compliments, e.g. Great dog! YOllrdog's nice.
Asking questionsaboutpets, e.g. What'shis/her
n(lrne'?

Key vocabulary
bone, boy, cat, dog, friend, girl, good, greaJ.,
nice, parrot

Background information
Many families in Great Britain have one or two
pets. Cats and dogs are popular pets, as are

\ rabbits, .hamsters, guinea pigs and mice.---- --- -..

Before class
Ask Ss to bring a picture (photo or drawing)
of their pet to the lesson to use in Exercise 8.
Make sure that you have enough copies of
Resource 2 (page 137).

Presentation

~ Exercise 1
. . · Find out how many of the Ss have a pet at home.

What is the most popular pet in the class? What
are the names of the Ss' pets? Ii appropriate,
present key vocabulary (dog, cat) at this stage.

· Ask Ss to look at the pictures and identify who/
what is in the cartoon in their LI.

· Ss read and listen to the recording. Play the whole
text first. Then play each section of the text and
pause the recording to check Ss' comprehension,
e.g. ask them what they say in their LI for Great
dog! Good boy! Ask them to point to the bone in
the picture.

Comprehension

Exercise 2
· Read the names with the class.

· Match the first name to the correct picture (b).
Then ask Ssto match the other names to the
correctpictures.

· Check Ss' answers as a whole class.

Answers
2a 3d 4c

I

Language box
he, she
· Read out the sentences in the box and ask Ss to

repeat them after you.
· Ask Ss to look back at the text and find and read

out other examples of sentences with he or she in
them.

Practice

~Exercise 3

· Read out the first example to the class.
· Ss do the exercise working individually and

circling the correct words.
· Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to read

out the sentences.

Answers
2 She 3 She 4 He

Language box
his, her
· Askstudents to repeat the questionsand answers

after you. Tellthem to note the positionof the
possessiveadjectiveeach time.

Extension·Students ask and answer questions about the
names of members of their class. Demonstrate the
activity two or three times by indicating Student
(A) as you ask the class What's her/his name?
(Students: His/Her name's ...)·Students work in open pairs, taking turns to ask
and answer questions about the names of other
students in their class. Ensure that each student
asks at least one question and answers at least
one question.

Exercise 4·Ask one of the students to read out the example.·Ss then work individually or in pairs, completing
the exercise by writing in the missing words.·Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to read
out the sentences.

Answers
2 His 3 Her 4 Her S His 6 Her

~ Exercise 5
.. ·Use the picture to present the word parrot to the

class.·Ss listen to the recording and write the names of
the pets. Play the recording two or three times if
necessary.·Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to write
the names on the board.

· Revise pronunciation of the alphabet by asking Ss
to spell the names.

Answers
l Fifi 2 Billy 3 Amba 4 Ringo

-



~ Exercise 6
· Ask Ss to say the names of the four pets after you.·Ask twa students to read out the example

question and answer.·Ask different students to ask and answer
questions about the other three pets.·Students then wark in pairs, taking turns to point
to the pictures and ask and answer questions
about the names of the pets.

Answers
2 What's his name? His name's Billy.
3 What's her name? Her name's Amba.
4 What's his name? His name's Ringo.

~ Exercise 7
. . ·Read and complete the first conversation with the

class.·Ss then wark individually ar in pairs, reading and
completing the conversations with he, his, she ar
hero·Play the recording for Ss to check their answers.

r ,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Tapescript
1 A: She's a good dog.

B: Ves, her name's Fiti.
A: Fiti?
B: Ves, F-I-F-I.

2 A: He's a nice cal.
B: His name's Billy.
A: B-I-L-L-V?
B: Ves!

3 A: Nice dog!
B: Ves, she's my friend.
A: What's her name?
B: Her name's Amba.
A: Oh, spell Amba, please.
B: A-M-B-A.

4 A: He's a great parrot.
I B: Ves, his name's Ringo. R-I-N-G-O.L___~_~_~._~__~~_~___~ ~

Answers
l Her 2 He His 3 She her 4 He his

Extension·Oivide the class into twa groups. Play the
recording, pausing after each conversation
for the twa groups to repeat the twa parts of
each conversation. Encourage student s to capy
the stress and intonation patterns used by the
speakers as closely as possible.·Students then wark in pairs, reading aloud the
conversations. Monitor and help students use
appropriate stress and intonation patterns.

Exercise 8
. Oemonstrate the activity by sketching a dog,

cat ar parrot on the board (ar showing the class
a picture of one) and talking about it:
(Hisname's ... . He'sa gooddog.).

. Ss wark individually, drawing their pictures and
writing about their pets. Go round and monitor
the activity, helping Ss to correct any mistakes in
their writing..If you wish, Ss can then wark in groups of three
ar four, exchanging notebooks and reading each
other's texts.

2 Crazy pets

Resource 2 (page137)
Objective: practice of questions: What's your/
his/her name? and full answers

. Explain how to play the game in Ss' LI.
Demonstrate a game of 'Noughts and Crosses'
as an example.

. Oraw Grid A on the board ar distribute a capy
of the grid to the Ss to play in pairs.

. Divide the Ss into twa groups: 'Noughts' (O)
and 'Crosses' (X). 'Noughts' choose a square
where they would like to start, e.g. 'Magda'.
They make a question - What's his name?
- and answer it - Her name is Magda.

. The 'Crosses' group decide whether both
question and answer are correct. If both are
correct, put a nought in the square. If there is
a mistake, the 'Crosses' can correct it and put
a cross in the square.

. Ss follow this procedure until one of the
groups manages to make a horizontal, vertical
or diagonalline of three noughts ar crosses.

. Play again using Grid B.

~ ~

ActIvItyBookAnswers
Exercise 1
1 Her name's Tilly 2 Hello, Ted. Good boy!
3 Oh look! My bone! 4 Oops! Sorry
Exercise 2
2 his 3 She's 4 His 5 She's 6 He's 7 He's

I Exercise 3
I 2 He's a nice boy. 3 Ted's his dog.
I 4 Her name's Suzie. 5 Tilly's her dog.
I 6 His name's Ringo. 7 He's a parroL
: Exercise 4
I 2 She's a nice gir!. 3 He's my dog. 4 Her name's
I Suzie. 5 Ted's my fnend. 6 Yourcat's nice.
L ~~~ ~_~

r ~ ~ ,

I Crazy pets Song And I'm her friend I

: What's his name? Suzie, Suzie :

I Ted,Ted TedandlIlIy I
I And I'm his triend Crazy pets I
I Joe, Joe Suzie and Joe I

: What'shername? Greattriends,great :
I lIlIy, lIlIy triends! I
~ ~

Learning dirriculties
Language Box his/h er and Ex 4-7 Ss with
dyslexia often have problems recognizing
words that look similar egohis/h er, and making
meaningfullinks to what these words refer to.
Show Ss a few pictures of boys and girls ar
point to the characters in the Student's Book.
Each picture should be accompanied by a name
card. Help Ss with dyslexia understand the use
of possessive adjectives by asking them to say
His name's ... when you point to the picture
of a boy ar Her name's ... when you point to
the picture of a gilI. Then write on the BB:His
name's ... on the left and Her name's ... on the
right and ask Ss with dyslexia to point to the
proper sentence when you show them
a chasen picture. Then you can play a game in
which the Ss themselves show pictures and the
others point to the sentences on the BBar say
the correct sentence in response.



~ j Storylime
Lesson objectives
Structures
Subjectpronoun: it

be (it is, you are) + questionsand short
answers e.g. Is it ? - Yes, it is./No, it
isn't.

alan
Word order: determiner + adjective + noun
(a strange animal)

Functions
Askingand answeringquestionsabout objects

,

(What is it? It's alan... .)

Key vocabulary

I

apple pie, big, bird, dragon, drum, egg, flute,
great, magidan, mum, presen!, strange

I

Backgroundinformation
'The Magician' is an adventure story set in
medieval times. In the first episode, we meet
the main characters - Tom,his sister Krissie,
Marco the magician and the dragon. Tom and
Krissie are enjoying watching Marco's magie
trieks in the market square. Suddenly, the
happy atmosphere in the busy market changes

\ when the dragon is heard and then appears.
Everybody runs away.

~ -'

Before class
Copyand cut out the pieturesfromResource3
(page 138).

Presentation

o Exercise 1· Ask Ss to look at the pietures for this lesson and
see if they can name anything in English, e.g. boy,
girl.·Ask students (in LI) when they think this story
happened (e.g. in medieval times) and what
clues there are in the pictures that it was a
long time ago (e.g. people's clothes, the market
stalls). Encourage Ss to talk (in LI) about what is
happening in the pietures.·Use the first picture to pre-teach new vocabulary,
e.g. magician,egg,bird, apple,applepie.·Play the first section of the recording for Ss to
listen and read the text. Check that Ss understand
the meaningof a presentby askingthem to
translate the word into their LI.·Use the second pieture to pre-teach new
vocabulary, e.g. a flute, a drum, a dragon.·Play the second section of the recording for Ss to
listen and read the text.·Ask Ss to look at the twa pictures and repeat the
new words aft er you as they point to the things in
the pictures (magician, egg, bird, apple, apple pie,
flute, drum, dragon).

I

Extension·Ss work in pairs, looking at one of their boaks.
Play the complete recording again and ask Ss to
point to each thing in the pieture when they hear
it mentionedin the story,e.g. 1 magician2 egg
3 bird etc.

Comprehension
Exercise 2·Look at the example with the class. Ask one of the

Ss to read aloud sentence d.·Ss wark individually, matching the pictures with
the sentences.·Check Ss' ans wers by asking individuals to
read aloud a sentence and say which picture it
matches.

Answers
lc 2a 3b 4d Se

Language box
alan
· Ask students to repeat the twa phrases in the

language box after you. Check that Ss use the
neutral vowel (schwa) when saying 'a' and 'an'.
(There is no need to present your Ss with any
phonetic transcription).·Explain that an is usually used before words
beginningwith a, e, i, o and u (vowels).Write
twa examples on the board: an animal, an egg.·Ask Ss to look back at the story and find another
word that has an in front of it (an apple [piej).

Practice

Exercise3·Ask one of the Ss to read out the example item.
Ask them why a has been chosen. If you wish, do
the next item with the who'e class.·Ss comp'ete the exercise working individually.·Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to say
the phrases.

~

Answers
2 a drum 3 an apple pie 4 an egg 5 a f!ute
6 an animai

Language box
What is it? It's/It is a dragon.·Ask Ss to repeat the sentences in the box after you.·Draw Ss' attention to the short and 'ong verb forms

in the answer. Remind students of the other short
and long verb forms they know, e.g. ['m/I am.

~ Exercise4·Ask two students to read aloud the example
question and answer.·Do the following one ar two items with the whole
class.

L



·Students then work in pairs, asking and answering
questions about all the objects.

· Check students' answers by asking some of the
pairs to say their questions and answers for the
class to hear.·Ss then work individually, writing the answers
under each picture.·Check Ss' spelling by asking individuals to write
the answers on the board.

Answers

I

2 Irs a drum. 3 !t's an egg. 4 !t's a bird.
5 !t's an apple. 6 Irs an apple pie.

Language box
lt is a dragon. Is it a dragon?Yes, it is.
No, it isn't.·Readout the sentencesin the box to the class.·Write on the board: It is a dragon.

Is it a dragon?
· Demonstrate on the board the inversion of subject

pronoun and verb in the question form.·Read the sentences in the box again and ask Ss to
repeat them after you.

Extension·Give students practice in using short ans wers
and revise vocabulary from Lesson l. Hold up
classroom objects and ask individual Ss: Is it a
pencil/pencil case/pen/school bag/rubber/ruler? Ss
answer Yes, it is./No, it isn't.

Exercise 5·Ask two students to read aloud the example
question and answer.·Ss complete the exercise working individually.·Check Ss' ans wers by as king pairs of students to
ask and answer the questions.

Answers
2 Is it a dog? No, it isn't.
3 Is it a big animaI? Yes, it iso
4 Is it a nice animaI? No, it isn't.
5 Is it a bird? Yes, it iso

~ Exercise6·Ask two students to read out the example
questions and answers.·Do the next two items with the whole class,
eliciting the questions and answers..Students work in pairs, taking turns to point to
a picture and ask and answer questions using
the prompts. Go round and monitor the activity.
Do not interrupt unless communication breaks
down. Make a note of any general mistakes and
go over these when checking Ss' answers with
the class.·Check Ss' answers by asking pairs of students to
ask and answer questions.

Answers
2 Is it an apple pie? Yes, it iso
3 Is it an egg? No, it isn't. Is it an apple pie? Yes,it iso
4 Is it an animaI? Yes,it iso
5 Is it a flute? No, it isn't. Is it a bird? Yes,it iso
6 Is it a present? No, it isn't. Is it a drum? Yes,it iso

3 Sfory Time
Exercise 7.Look at the first item wit h the class. Write the

example sentence on the board and demonstrate
how other adjectives fit into the same position in
the sentence:
It's a big drum.

nice
great
good
new·Read out the second item to the class and write

the question on the board. Elicit questions from
the class using different adjectives (e.g. nice, big,
good)..Point out that the first word in the sentences has

a capitalletter in the prompts and the question
mark (?) is included in the prompts. Students
complete the exercise working individually.·Check students' answers by as king individual Ss
to write the correct sentences on the board and
read them out.

Answers
3 !t's a nicepresent. 4 Is it a gooddragon?
5 Is it a greatapple pie? 6 !t's a strangebird.

Resource 3 (page 138)
Objective: practice of question Is it alan ... ?,
short answers, articles alan

. Choose a picture from Resource 3 without
showing it to Ss. Ss ask yes/no questions
in order to guess what the object isoGive
short answers: No, it isn't. Yes, it isoSs ask
questions until they guess the object. During
this presentation correct any mistakes with
articles.

. Ss get into two groups - A and B. Give each
group four pictures. Ss from Group A have a
maximum of fifteen questions to guess Group
B's objects. They get a point for each correct
guess. Then Group B ask a maximum of
fifteen questions to guess Group I\s objects.

. The group with most points is the winner.

r ~---~
I
I
I
I
I

ActivltyBookAnswers
Exercise l
A drum, magician, present
An apple, egg
Exercise 2
2 !t's a computer. 3 Irs an apple. 3 Irs a present.
Exercise 3
2 No, it isn't. 3 No, it isn't. 4 Yes, it iso
5 Yes, it iso 6 No, it isn't.
Exercise 4
2 Irs an apple. 3 !t's a dragon. 4 !t's an egg.
5 !t's a present. 6 !t's a bird.

~

Learning difficulties
Language Box Is it a dragon? Ss with dyslexia
often find it hard to read black ink on white
paper, so use colour when presenting the
inversion, e.g. 'is' -> red & 'it' -> blue.
Ss could then do Ex 5 using those two colours.
(Whenever possible use colours and/or coloured
paper) .
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"lesson objectives
I

Structures
Revised
ta be:3rd person positivesiIlgu]ar
Articles:alan
Posses$iveadjective:my
New
this
the

Functions

Asking al1d answeringquestiól1s about.rooms
and objects ina schqol
J.)escribingthe school ot your dreaIlls

I

Vocabulary
Revised

I

I

Numbers
Alphabet
Classroom objects: bl(UJkbaard, baak.chai",

I comput(!",. desk, doa", notebook, pen, pendl,
pencil case, rubbe", ruleT; schaalbag, UJil1dow

l
Key new vocabulary
5chool:.classroom, cloakroam, camputer roam,
gyrn, hall, library,affice, pli1yground,.staff ra:J0m,
tOllet

..- -- ----

Exercise 1·Before starting Exercise l, give Ss a few minutes
to look at the picture of the school. Ask: What's
the name of the school?(Sports Schoal). Ask
how many things students can name in English.
Correct any serious pronunciation errors.·Ask student s to repeat the words (a-j) in Exercise l
after you. Explain or encourage student s to guess
the meaning ot the words and to translate them
into their LI.·Do the first two items (a-b) with the dass.·Ss then complete the exercise working in pairs.·Write on the board:
Number 3 is a cloakroam.
Number 8 is a computer room.·Check Ss' ans wers by asking individuals to make
similar sentences about rooms c to j.

Answers

a cloakroom/3 b computer room/8 c gym/4
d classroom/l e library/7 f staff room/9 g office/5
h toilet/6 i hall/2 j playground/lO

II

/f u.! Worrf J ~

r--

Extension·Give Ss one minute to study the spelling of the
words in Exercise l. Then ask Ss to dose their
books.·Write 4-6 gapped words on the board for Ss to
completewith vowels(A,E, I,0, U):
lH_LL
2CL__KR__M
3_FF_C_
4L_BR_RY
5PL_YGR__ND
6T__L_T

· Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to
complete the words on the board and say them.

~

Answers
l hall 2 cloakroom 3 office 4 library
5 playground 6 toilet

Exercise 2·Before starting Exercise 2, revise dassroom
vocabulary (blackboard, baak, chair, desk,
daar, notebook, pencil case, rubber, schoal bag,
windaw). Hold up ar point to objects and ask:
What is it? (It's alan ...) ar Is it ajan ...? (Yes, it
is.j Na, it isn 't.)·Ss wark in pairs, completing the words in
Exercise 2.

· Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to write
the words on the board and say them.

Answers
l blackboard 2 book 3 chair 4 computer
5 desk 6 door 7 schoolbag 8 window

Exercise 3·Check that Ss understand what to do. If you wish,
elicit one answer (e.g. pen) from the dass.·Ss wark individually ar in pairs, looking at the
pictures and completing the crossword.·Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to write
the words on the board.

Answers
Across: 3 pencil 4 rubber 5 notebook

6 pencil case
Down: l schoolbag 2 pen 4 ruler

Exercise 4·Ss wark individually, highlighting all the new
words.·In pairs ar groups of three, Ss compare the words
they have highlighted.·Check Ss' pronunciation of the words they have
highlighted.

-
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Extension·Ask Ss to look round their own classroom and the

things on their desk. Ask the class to suggest one
or two more 'classroom' words that they want to
know in English. Teach a maximum of five new
words and give student s time to write the words
(and translation) in their notebooks. Check Ss'
spelling and pronunciation of the new words.
Suitable words could include: calculator, map,
poster, cupboard, whiteboard.

My DrearnSchool
· Read out the instructions and check that

Ss understand what to do. Reassure Ss
(in LI) that they don't have to draw a
complicated plan of their dream school,
but they should have 6-10 rooms and label
them. Weaker Ss may prefer to work in
pairs, discussing and drawing their dream
school..Ss work individually, writing 6-8 sentences
about their dream school. Monitor and
help Ss correct any language errors.

................................................................

Extension
. In groups of 3-5, Ss compare their drawings and

read each other's sentences.

Learning dirricolties
Ex 2 Most student s with dyslexia won't be
able to find the words in English to fit the gaps
because their sound-Ietter correlation is very
poor. So the vocabulary needed for this exercise
could be brainstormed and written on the board
for Ss to see.
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~ RevisionI

"':) Exercise1
~ · Ss listen to the recording and write the wards.

If necessary, play the recording twice.

~· Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to write 5 b)\...
the words on the board. . Ss listen to the recording, check the answers and

..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ then repeat the words.
I Tapescriptandanswers I ,
: 1 a~ple 2 name 3 dragon 4 class 5 penciI : I Tapescript :

I 6 fnend oJ : 1 door your 2 great, eight 3 book, Jook I..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I 4 pen: ten 5 Hi, I 6 no, Joe 7 she, he I
~ ~ ~

Languagerevised
Functions
Doingadditionand.subtractiollsurns

Vocabulary
Alphabet, cl<lssroom objects, mil1us, plus

Pronunciation

Recognising different spellings for the same
sound, e.g. )JOll/too

Grammar

to be: (singul.:tr,positive) short and Jong .forms
to be: questions with tt
Subject pronOUnS(singular)alld possessive
adjectives (singula.r)
AEtides a/ an

Before class
Youmay wish to enlarge the picture in 'Fun
Time' for Ss to complete.

Vocabulary

Exercise2
· Ss wark in pairs, taking turos to say and spell the

words. Go round and monitor the activity, making
a note of any problems.

· Ask individual Ss to say and spell the words for
the class to hear.

Exercise 3

· Look at the example with the class. Elicit the
answer to the second item and write it on the
board.·Students wark individually writing answers
(in wards) to the sums. Students can compare
answers with their partner before checking
answers as a class.·Check Ss' answers by asking individual students
to write the answers on the board and say them.
Note that for the purposes of this exercise, Ss say
only the answers to the sums. They do not need
to say the complete sums alaud in English. (If
your students ask about this, tell them we say
Sixteen minus/take away six ts ten and twelve
and/plus two ts fourteen.)

la

Answers
2 fourteen 3 fifteen 4 sixteen S thirteen
6 four

Exercise 4

· Ss wark individually, writing the appropriate
words in the school bag. Ss can compare their
answers in pairs before checking answers as
a class.

· After checking Ss' answers, ask individuals to say
the other words and check pronunciation.

Answers
ruler pencil book notebook pen rubber

Pronunciation

Exercise 5

a)
· Read the example item to the class and check that

Ss understand what to do.
· Ss can wark in pairs saying the words. When they

find the words that rhyme, they join the numbers
and the letters.

Answers
2f 3g 4a Sc 6e 7d

c)
· Ask twa Ss to read out the rhyming wards given

as an example. (ten, pen)
· Ss wark in pairs to say a word from the list in

Exercise Sa for their partner to match with
a rhyming word.

fJ

Grammar

~ Exercise6·Before doing Exercise 6, ask Ss to look at the
Grammar box and read out the short and long
verb forms.·Ask students to look at the squares in Exercise 6.
Read out the example sentence (She ts my friend).

· Elicit twa more sentences from the class, starting
from twa of the other pink squares (He, You, I ar
lt). Point out that student s can move across, down
ar diagonally to make sentences, e.g.lt ts a new
notebook.

c



· Give students one minute to wark in pairs,
saying as many sentences as they can from
the squares.·Each pair then tells the class one ar twa of
their sentences.

Exercise 7·Ask one of the students to read out the example
sentence.·Students wark individually, writing six sentences
from Exercise 6, using short forms of the verb to
be. Monitor and help students correct any errors.·Check students' answers by asking individuals to
read out their sentences. Point out that there is
more than one possible correct for each sentence.

Example answers
2 I'm nice.ja good friend.
3 You're a good friend.
4 He's greatjnice./my friend.ja dog

(referring to Joe's pet dog, Fred).
S She's a big girl.jgreat.
6 It's an apple pie./a big animaI.

Exercise 8

· Give Ss time to study the Grammar box and the
example before they do the exercise and circle the
correct words.

· Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to read
out the sentences and write the answer on the
board for Question 2.

Answers
2 your 3 it, It 4 I S her 6 It

Exercise 9

· Sswrite the words in two groups- a andano
· Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to say

the words with a ar ano

Answers
a: dog boy flute book rubber drum
an: egg apple animai.Exercise 10· Ask two Ss to read out the example questions and
answers.

· Point out that Ss can ask only five questions to
guess the word their partner is thinking oL If they
haven't guessed the word after five questions,
their partner says the answer.

· Ss then wark in pairs, taking turns to choose
a word from Lessans 1-3 and guessing their
partner's words..Exercise 11· Ask twa Ss to read out the example question and
answer.

· Ss wark in pairs, asking and answering questions
about the pictures in the grid.·Check students' answers by asking questions for
individual students to answer. Correct any serious
pronunciation errors.

Revisionl

(Fun Time)
~ .Ss listen to the recording and join up the letters in~ the sequence that they hear them.

· Ss identify the picture (a cat).
r ~

:~~~~ :
I E, A, F, K, B, R, N, O, 5, X, T, L, M, C, D, E I
~ ~

r ,

ActlvIty BookAnswers
Vocabulary
Exercise l
1 gir! 4 2 hello S 3 bone 2 4 friend 3 S name 6
6 animai l
Exercise 2
l nine 2 thirteen 3 eleven 4 five S eight
6 twenty
Exercise 3
Chair desk door notebook pencii rubber
school bag window
Grammar
Exercise 4
2 I 3 He's 4 Her S She's 6 His 7 !t's
Exercise 5
3 Yes,it iso 4 !t's a ruler. S No, it isn't.
6 It's a rubber.
Exercise 6
2 Peter's a big boy. 3 She's my friend.
4 I'm in class 6A. S You're nice.
6 It's strange. 7 I'm your teacher.
Exercise 7
2 I'm 3 a 4 is S her 6 she

L ~

III"

III"

III"

Check YourselfStarting Point Unit 3 -
ActivityBookpage 10
Check Starting Point Unit 3 - Teacher's Book
page 126
Language Test lA/1B - Test Book

Learning dirriculties
Ex 3 Ss with dyslexia might need more time
than other Ss to do this exercise, as they will
probably first try to wark the answer out in
Polish and then in English they might have to
count from l - ... to find the number.


